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ProteomicsProteomics is the science aiming at investigating and is the science aiming at investigating and
establishingestablishing  thethe  identityidentity,, quantity quantity, , structure structure andand function function

of all proteins present in a tissue or in a cell,of all proteins present in a tissue or in a cell,
describing how these properties change with describing how these properties change with timetime,,

localizationlocalization or  or physiological statephysiological state..



•Comparison between pathological and control samples to detect dis-
regulated proteins

• Target identification for drug therapy

• Proteomics imaging of tissues

• Genomic and proteomics integrated strategy for system biology

Goals of Proteomics in MedicineGoals of Proteomics in Medicine

BIOMARKER DISCOVERYBIOMARKER DISCOVERY
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The cell model

Adult VSMCs are highly specialized cells
but retain also a great plasticity that
allows them to undergo reversible
phenotype changes (phenotypephenotype switchswitch).
Thanks to these characteristics they play
a critical role in vascular repair. The
other face of the coin of this high
plasticity is that it prompts the cells to
respond to environmental signals leading
to the development of vascular diseases
such as atherosclerosis, hypertension
and vascular aneurysms.

For For basicbasic
biological researchbiological research

For clinicalFor clinical
investigationsinvestigations



The cell model

injury

stimulus

Quiescent phenotypeQuiescent phenotype
•• physiological conditions physiological conditions
•• spindle-shaped  morphology spindle-shaped  morphology
•• contractile activity contractile activity
•• low proliferation low proliferation

Activated phenotypeActivated phenotype
•• pathological conditions pathological conditions
•• romboid morphology romboid morphology
•• synthetic-migratory activities synthetic-migratory activities
••  high high proliferationproliferation

VSMCs phenotype diversity is regulated by a wide range of elements including
mechanical forces, endothelial-VSMC interactions and many growth factors.
A tight cross-talk between extracellular and cellular factors is responsible for
coordinated ““outside-inoutside-in” and “inside-outinside-out” signals, generating conditions for the
establishment of a given phenotype.



Cells sense the environment by
means of dynamic surface
elements whose response
triggers signals that reach the
nucleus where multiple genes
are coordinately activated.

Modified and new synthesized
proteins trigger dramatic changes
(cytoskeleton remodeling, activationcytoskeleton remodeling, activation
of new metabolic pathways,of new metabolic pathways,
exposure of diverse repertoire ofexposure of diverse repertoire of
membrane proteins, secretions ofmembrane proteins, secretions of
new factorsnew factors) that contribute to the
establishment of a phenotype.



Role of Role of VSMCs VSMCs phenotype switch phenotype switch 
in Atherosclerosis development in Atherosclerosis development 

Cardiovascular risk factors
alter the vascular
endothelium, which triggers a
cascade of events, including
the recruitment of leukocytes.
Cytokines and growth factors
are released by inflammatory
cells and vascular cells.
VSMCs migrate, proliferate
and synthesize extracellular
matrix components on the
luminal side of the vessel
wall, forming the fibrous capfibrous cap
of the atherosclerotic lesion.



Role of Role of VSMCs VSMCs phenotype switch phenotype switch 
in Atherosclerosis progressionin Atherosclerosis progression

VSMCs may be important
in maintaining the stability
of the plaque through the
formation of a stable
fibrous cap.
Inflammatory mediators
can induce thinning of the
fibrous cap by expression
of proteases, making the
plaque weak and
susceptible to rupturerupture and
thrombusthrombus  formationformation.
In advanced disease,
VSMCs are involved in
extracellular calcification
and give rise to
fibrocalcific lesions.



Matter of fact

Unsettled questions

VSMCs are involved not only in lesion growthVSMCs are involved not only in lesion growth
but also in the process of plaque rupturebut also in the process of plaque rupture

(1) What are the key environmental signals
that induce phenotypic modulation after
vessel injury?
(2) What are the molecular mechanisms
activated by these factors?
(3) What are the molecular biomarkers truly
specific and unique for a given VSMC
phenotype?
(4) Is it possible to hypothesize easy, quick,
and non-invasive assays able to describe
VSMCs state and thus to predict arterial wall
condition?
(5) Is it possible to develop therapeutic
strategies using molecular tools specifically
designed against key elements in the
activation pathways or eventually capable of
reverting the phenotypic switching?



VSMC Proteome Mapping VSMC Proteome Mapping 

……..in the beginning 2D-gel ..in the beginning 2D-gel 

Spot Spot isolationisolation

Trypsin Trypsin 
digestiondigestion

Spotting Spotting 
on MALDI on MALDI plateplate

MALDI TOF/TOFMALDI TOF/TOF  
Mass-spectrometry Mass-spectrometry ofof  

tryptic fragmentstryptic fragments

Image analysis Image analysis of of gelsgels

The first protein expression map of VSMCs was published in 2001 (McGregor et al.
Proteomics 2001, 11:1405-1414). The most detailed 2D-PAGE map was presented by Mayr
et al who identified 235 proteins (Proteomics 2005, 5:4546-4557) .



Challenges for 2-DE Challenges for 2-DE 

– Sensitivity

– Dynamic range of concentration must be adequate.

– It’s impossible to display all proteins in one single gel.

– hydrophobic proteins

– Less expressed proteins are very difficult to detect, even employing most
sensitive staining methods.

– Silver staining does not give reliable quantitative data.

–  Reproducibility

– Time consuming



Trypsin Trypsin 
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VSMC Proteome Mapping VSMC Proteome Mapping 

815 proteins

……..coming across a gel free, sensitive and reproducible strategy..coming across a gel free, sensitive and reproducible strategy…………  

LCMALDI-TOF/TOF analysis combined
with preliminary fractionation of a total
protein extract is a powerful tool for
biomarker discovery because of its high
sensitivity and high throughput capacity.



Protein extraction

MALDI-MS/MS

Reverse-phase
Nano-HPLC

Canion-exchange 

Trypsin digestion

Anion-exchange 

Automatic spotting

Preliminary fractionation
aimed at simplifying the
complexity of the cellular
extract and avoinding the
the masking effect of high
abudant proteins.

815 proteins
Dynamic range of

7 order of magnitude

Protein identification



Differential protein expression analysis:Differential protein expression analysis:
Insight in VSMC activationInsight in VSMC activation  

……..availability of a suitable cell model and the assessment of a..availability of a suitable cell model and the assessment of a
sensitive, reproducible workflow sensitive, reproducible workflow …………

20 differentially
expressed proteins



- Vinculin
- Talin-1
- Fibronectin
- Vimentin
- Filamin A
- LASP
- PDZ and LIM domain protein 1
- Caldesmon
-Thymosin b
-Profilin-1

Actin binding
Modulator of cytoskeleton
 integrin signaling.
Chaperones entailed in
protein folding.
Cell contraction

……..allowed the visualization of a moving constellation..allowed the visualization of a moving constellation…………  

Cell migration



Elisa assay Western blot

Confocal microscopy

vinculin
vs

talin-1

differentially expressed
proteins are statistically
confirmed
and validated
protein localization and co-
localization change



Phosphoproteomics Phosphoproteomics to disclose to disclose 
signaling networks in VSMC activation signaling networks in VSMC activation 

……..digging into the early phases of activation..digging into the early phases of activation…………  

Phosphoproteome because growth factors selectively and directlybecause growth factors selectively and directly
promote phenotype switch through the activation ofpromote phenotype switch through the activation of
signal transduction networks characterized bysignal transduction networks characterized by
tyrosine tyrosine kinases kinases functionsfunctions

Early stages
   In order to identify:   In order to identify:
 triggering switches that could be suitable targets triggering switches that could be suitable targets
for therapeutic strategiesfor therapeutic strategies
 early markers of pathology for diagnosis early markers of pathology for diagnosis

Growth factors play a major role in cell
activation and among them PDGF has
so far been the only one demonstrated
to selectively promote phenotype
switch.



Quiescent PDGF-activated

The most remarkable feature
seems the recruitment of
chaperones, i.e., molecules
devoted to the make up and
recycle of previously made
proteins.



……..bumping into very precise and strong tools..bumping into very precise and strong tools…………  

Hammerhead trans-acting
ribozymes are the smallest
RNA molecules capable of
endonucleolytic activity that
specifically bind and cleave
RNA sequences of definite
targets. Impressively, these
precise molecular tools are
able to discriminate between
targets differing by a single
nucleotide.PDGF-r PDGF-r knock down effectsknock down effects

VSMC activationVSMC activation

 Inhibits migration Inhibits migration

 Induces changes in chaperone Induces changes in chaperone
phosphorylationphosphorylation



Migratory activity 
is inhibited

Phosphoylation profile of 
chaperones changes

Combined proteomics and gene
knock down technologies
enable the identification of key
factors and key pathways
involved in VSMC activation and
eventually suggest crucial
elements suitable for diagnostic
evaluations and useful for
planning new therapeutic
strategies.



……..but the goal is quantitative ..but the goal is quantitative phosphproteomicsphosphproteomics…………  

SILAC to evaluate time-course modifications in a quantitative mannerSILAC to evaluate time-course modifications in a quantitative manner

SCX IMAC

SILAC: metabolic incorporation of aa 
with stable isotopic nuclei 

Strong Cation Exchange Chromatography:
fractionation  

Immobilized-Metal Affinity Chromatography:
Phosphpeptide enrichment 

1300 phosphopeptides, clustering into 380
protein groups were identified. Among them,
21 proteins resulted phospho-modulated at
different times (10’, 2hr) upon PDGF-BB
stimulation. These proteins are involved in
cytoskeleton remodeling, focal adhesions,
gap junction assembly and cell activation.


